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A physical model ofa single PDC(Polycrystalline Diamond Compact) cutter interacting

with rock surface is developed, and its most impc>rt'ant characteristic is the ability of

inputtingdifTerentforceoncunerprofilesandoutputtingcutterpenetration.Themodelis

developed in 2 dimensions simplifying the three dimensional cuner movement by a 2

dimensional plane. The model is simulated using the Distinct Element Method and

simulation results for the single cutter are interpreted. Simple theories are the"proposed

Model inputs encompass parameters such as force profile and horizontal ve loeity

profile on the cuttcr and also pressure on the rock specimen and the model outpulS

include dynamic parameters such as cut depth and penetration profile and energy

consumed by the cuner.

Relating different types of model inputs and outputs to drilling operational

parameters is explained. Approaches to tackle a ccrtain drilling problem relating to lhe

emciencyofparticulardown-the-holc tools exerting dynamic force protileson the bit

using this model are also explained in detail.

Results show that adding force oscillation generally improves the drilling

performance; however, the improvement diminishes as the bottomhole pressure increases.

Also, regardless of the force oscillations, the rate of penetration decreases linearlywilh

logarithm of the bottomholepressure.
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"Li/e leaps like a geyser/or those who drillthrollgh therocko/inertia"

The urge and desire to exploit and take control of the universe has been humanity's

instinct for centuries. The invention of aircraft is an impressive attempt of man

empowered by this instinct. Man has understood since his existence that in order to

survive he has to think beyond the limits of what can be seen by the naked eye and act

accordingly. This ability and instinct of humans made them superior to the rest of the

creatures on Earth and put them in a position to develop a kingdom on the earth and

exploit nature.

This instinct did not just rnake us explore space and upper levels; it also made us

wonder that if we can get to the places under our feet. The attempts 0 fa child to dig down

into the ground in the house garden probably initiates from that very inherent desire.

Long story short, humans started to mine and exploit the minerals and waterand then they

found out that the deeper it goes the more exciting and richer the mother earth becomes

The Chinese used very basic digging tools mounted on a basic derrick; they dropped a

weight on a certain spot on the ground and removed the crushed rock resultant of the

impact and repeated the process over and over again to dig holes tens and later hundred

I



meters deep. Those very basic drilling systems were developed and advanced over

centuries and now, at the time of authorship of this thesis, this industryisoneofthemost

prolific and advanced industries to which the petroleum industry is inextricably

dependent.

owadays. we are able to have photos and movies from inside wells of several

thousand meters indepth.lVeean lead a bit down the ground, make complieated well

geomctries,andhitpredefinedspot'Sseveralkilometresdownwithaccuracy comparable

toa professional golfer. We inject extra gas down the earth intothepermeablefonnations

and produce it later when needed. We made the earth not only a place to extract things,

but also a place to store things. We tamed our (relatively) new slave and prevented her

from blowing out and showing her anger from trespassing herlong lasted virgin territory.

Never successful in suppressing our other powerful instinct,greed,wegetdefeated by

this anger and that results in disasters such as the one in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010,

which destroys our very first home, the Earth's surface.

Not being able to even think about compromising the benefits gained from the

black nuid produced from deep within the Earth, we try to advance our technology to

address environmental concems while continually developing our drilling tcchniques to

overcome and exploit harsher, harder, and more aggressive targets.

This industry gained power by impressive improvements in drilling methods and

the introduction of advanced drill bits and mud circulation systems. Consequently, it

became feasible to reach targels that were considered completely impractical n0110ng



All these improvements, especially those related to drill bits, regardless of all the

progressions in the industry, were not based on aSlructuredand finn theoretical basis.

Intuition. imagination, and experimentation were three primary and powerful lools used

by those who made these advancements happen. The invention ofPDC(polycrystalline

Diamond Compact) bits and their rapidly growing acceptability in this industry isa good

example. Not much is known about the real mechanism by which the rock fails under the

cutting action of these biLS, but surprisingly, every day we see morc advanced and

emcientlydesignedPDCsintroducedtotheindustry.

This makes us wonder how efficiency could be improved if we knew the real

mechanism of action of the PDC bits in the ground. A smallest insight in the mechanism

explains an exceedingly large number of why's even though we have answercd a 101 of

how's without the need 10 answer those why's. Knowing the 'why', has made us who we

are. As Diane Ravitch stated, The person who knows 'how' will always have a job. The

person who knows 'why' will always be his own boss.

Obviously, the complexity of the problem is the very first hindrance in the

commencement of such a study. Imagining a real PDC bit rotating down the hole might

be easy, but even imagining it in contact with the rock and the consequentialrockcutting

aClion gives some clues about how complex the problem can get. The nature of the

wilh each olher is a requiremenl.

Simplifying the problem can be a first step to tackle the bigger mystery. One

approach to the simplification could be looking at an individual PDC cutter action. In



three dimensions, even this simplified problem is very complicated and cumbersome to

reproduce either experimenmlly or numerically.

The simplified case of the action of the PDC cutter with rock surface in two

dimensions is the answer. umerousresearchershavereproducedthatscenarioovertime,

questions and raised new ones. Not very longago,researchersattempted to reproduce the

problem numerically and this has been advancing ever since. Thankstothe introduction

of very sophisticated and specialized numerical simulation methods. these simulations

were developed with greater ease, realism. and power in representinglhe real physics and

nalurc of the problem.

This thesis reports on a very small nttempt made to simulate this interaction. his

inspired by and builds on the aforementioned works, and the author hopes that this

answers some of the questions that are currently unanswered. However small and brittle,

it represents one brick in the process of building this palaceofknowledgc.

Previously done work are described in Section 2 which include rock failure

models and then cutting models and then numerical simulations. In Section 3 the

justification for the choice of a certain numerical simulation method over the other

methodsisgiven.lnthenextsectionthemodclisphysicallydescribed and the numerical

interpretation of that is given and then in Section 5 the input parameters to the model are

described and their physical intcrprctations are discussed and the 0 utputsare the topic of

the next section, where their physical interpretations are discussed and also extension of

their results to full POC bits are proposed. In Section 7 the simulation results are



order of the work and chapters.

drillingefficiencyand,inparticular,rateofpenetrationrequiresa cutter-rock interaction

model capable of solving the stated problem

The question arose as an attempt to justify the efficiency (ifany) 0 fa hypothetical

down-the-holetool providing oscillatory changing force inthedrill string that transmits to

the bit and superimposes on the constant force on the bit (called Vibration Assisted

Rotary Drilling tool). The design of this tool is highly dependent on the answers to the

question that if this mechanism isefTective,what is the best force profile thal results in

the highest drilling efficiency? Knowing the answer to this question, the tool design

recommendation could be given for the most optimized drilling perfonnance.



2 A Review of Rock and Cutting Models and Simulations

As an essential part of the work, a thorough review of related Iiteraturewasdonc. The

logical sequence of this literature isto first gain insighl into rockconstitutivcl11odelsand

failure modes and mechanisms, without which a review arrack cutting models is hard to

understand. Finally, a review of simulation of some proposed models will be the final part

ofareview into the literature of rock cutting modeling and simulation.

Thechronologicalorderortheaclualliteraturereviewwasalsocoincidentonthe

logical order and was done during the first year of the program.

Rock failure is the phenomenon of breakage under certain loading conditions. Failure

criteriadefineanddescribetheloadingconditionslIllderwhichthe rock starts to fail. The

importance of failure criteria in drilling penetration mechanisms investigation is obvious;

no penetration occurs as long as no rock failure occurs. An understanding of what really

happens to the rock under load and how that causes the rock failure is the most helpful

tool in the assessment of drilling penetration mechanisms, since it enabies the researcher

to visualize the real situation down the hole where the actual drill ing lakes place.

Rock failure behavior is an extremely complicated phenomenon ifit has to be

described completely. This is because of the non-homogeneous rock nature and its



granular structure. Other solids such as metals do not have such granular structures and

theirmacroscopicbehavioris,toagoodextent.indicativeoftheirmicroscopicbehavior.

In addition to the failure criteria itself,thepost failure behavior oftherockisof

great importance when it comes investigating penetration mechanisms. The fact that how

the cutting is generated and howdifTerent loadingconditionsmight affect the post failure

behavior of the failed ponionofrock influences the mechanisms invoIved in penetration.

Different proposed rock failure criteria are described in the first part ofthis subsection,

and the second pan describes post failure behavior and proposed models.

Mohr's criteria [I] is the most famous and widely used one among all the others. The

criteria in its very preliminary form needs three parameters to be fully defined. Friction

angle, cohesion and tensile strength are the parameters which can detine a linear Mohr-

Coulomb failure envelope. The physical assumption madc to developthiscriteriawasthnt

the larger the hydrostatic component of the stress, the largerthe stress required to cause

the rock failure. The amount of this sensitivity of failure load to hydrostatic load is

indicated by the friction angle.

The criteria are usually defined in shear-normal stress space; however, it also has

representations in principal stress space [2]. Also, it has simpler alternatives such as

Tresca's criterion, for example, which is the same as Mohr-Coulomb except that it

assumes no friction angle [3]. On theotherhand,moresophisticated versions of Mohr-

Coulomb introduce curved failure envelopes with a parabolic equation. Such an envelope

requires three parameters and does not need a separate value fortensilestrengthaslhe



intersect of the envelope with the horizontal axis should be the tensile strength [4]. Figure

2.ishowsthethreeversionsofthecriteriainShear-Nonnalstressspace.
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The parabolic envelope practicality has proven to be much better than even the

Iinearone,especially for the studies of rock indentation and penetration mechanisms. A

much better match with experimental data was obtained using the parabolic failure

envelope [S).

The aforementioned failure criteria are independent of the intermediateprincipal

stress. They just reiy on the major and minor principal stresses and notonlhevalueof

intcrmediateprincipalstress. This is true to some extent, but the intermediate stress also

piaysa role in failure and the failure is not completely independentofit.

There are failure criteria which are dependent on the intermediate principal stress.

The simplest Olle is Von Misescriteria [6] which is often used to describe metal failure.

The representation of this criteria isa cylinder centered around thehydrostatlineinthe3-

Dprincipaistressspace. This criteria is in one aspect similar to Tresca, in bothcasesthe

failure stress does not depend on hydrostatic pressure. A hydrostatic pressure dependent
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everal Mohr's circles ar failure ploned in the hear-normal stress space can

dcterminea failure envelope which is lhecommon tangent to all oftheMohr'scirclesat

Asmenlionedbefore.lhepoSlfailurebehavioroflherock is the pan lhal really describes

lherockbchavioratfailurepoinlandafterthal.Plasticityandrelatedslrains are the

faclors that detennine how the rock is going to behave after meeting the failurecritcria.

The lheories and models proposed forlhis purpose are calegorized as pJaslicily Iheory.

The main point in all the plasticity theories iSlhe addition ofplasticstrains 10 the elastic

In which e refers to elastic strains and p refers to plastic strains. The major

difference between these two types of stresses is that when the stress is relieved the

clastic strains will be recovered while the plastic strains still remain unrecovered and

perrnanenl[9].

The plastic strain can be detennined using the theories developed and called as

now rule. The basic equal ion for now rule is given as [9-10]:

(2.2)

In whichdA is a scalar and hfj isa function of stresses. The important point about

this equation is that plastic strain increment does not depend on stress increment but

depends on lheslress ilSelf.



Drucker [II) suggested a Function called now potential, in which partial

derivation of this function with respecl loeach stress component givesthecorresponding

hfunction.lfthisfunctionislhesameastheyieldsurfaceinthestress space (failure

envelope) then the rlowrule is called associated; otherwise. it iscallednon-associated.

As an example afhow associated flow rule works. the Mohr failure envelope can

be considered. By ploning the envelope in a 2-D principal stress space. and also

visualizing lhe a.xes to be also lhe corresponding principal plaslicstrain increments. an

arm\ perpendicular to the failure envelope line represents lheplaslic flow in tenns 0 fits

lwoprincipal value increments. (Figure 2.3)

Theangleaisdirectlyproponionaltolhefrictionangle.lnterpret3tionofthe

associated flow in shear-normal stress space is also available. For the case of Mohr·

Coulomb, dilatant behavior will be observed in the flow - which means that the rock

tends to dilate, expand in volume, undcrshearstress-irthe rriction angle is positive. For



negative friction angle contractant behavioroflhe plastic now is observed (opposite to

dilatant) and for friction angle of 0, which is the Tresca criterion assumption,

incompressible now is observed.

Non-associated plastic now is the case when the now potential function is not

detennined using the yield surface. Several aUlhorsdeveloped and proposed different

models for non-associated now rules which are out of the scope of lhis review [12]

2.2 Rock Cutting Models

Rock cUlling models anemptingto simulatelhe response of rock inleraclingwiththedrill

bit have been developed by several authors. The common aspect of aImos1 all oflhese

modelsisthattheyconsideredasinglecutterinteractingwiththerocksurfaceforlhecase

A constant depth of cut is considered and the culler moves with constant

horizontal velocity, representing the rotary motion of the single cutter on the PDC bit

Some models emphasize the geometrical aspects of the cutter,sllch as back rake angle.

chamfer, etc., while others focused on the role of rock failure mode in various situations

Alternatively, there are models foclisingon the type of rock and its impact on drilling

The simplification of considering onlya single cutter is reasonableas the behavior

of the full PDC bit could be an average of the individual cutters' actions. There is no

interaction between the perfonnance of individual cutters as they are parts of an

approximalelyrigid body (compared lo rock).
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based on the input parameters. The model was developed on the basis ofa single cutter

interacting with therock,and the experimental and field verifications were successful.

In a similar study, Jogi et al. [IS] made a completely analytical model

investigating the response ofa single PDCcuttercutting rock withconstant depth of cut.

He used a Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria in the model development (refer to section

2.1.1) to characterize the shear plane formed asa result ofcuning process. The same

shear planes were observed in the experimental work ofZeulch and Fingerr[13]. They

derived expressions relating drilling rate of penetration, speci ficenergy, and cunerwear

rate to cunerdesign, drilling operational conditions, and also rock constitutive law. Figure

2.5 shows a schematic of the model and its boundary conditions. Bottomhole pressure is

also one of the factors considered in he model; it can easily be seen as the uniform

pressureexertedontherocksurface.Someauthors[23,24]suggested that in these single

cutter-rock interaction models the assumption of linear elasticity is a reasonable

approximation in case of hard rocks

PoorperfonnanceofPDCbitsinshalewasabigconcemintheearlydaysofthis

technology development. A lot of theories and attempts were made to improve the

efficiencyofPDC bilS, especially in drilling shale forrnations. KnowIton [16] proposed a

modifieddesignofPDCcunerwithpositiverakeanglewhichovercamethedifliculties

encountered in drilling shale formations. As explained in the paper, the main reason or

poor performance is due to shale swelling due to contact with the water phase of the

drilling mud.
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any model lhalaims 10 predicl the responseofa full PDC bil has 10 take lheforcesacling

on a single cutter into account.

Asmenlionedpreviously, in addition to theoretical models,experimental models

were developed for single PDCcutter interacting with rock. These experimental set ups

were employed to gain insight into the real mechanisrnsofPDC bit penetration. One of

the early worksoflhislype was done by Zijsling elal. [18] inwhichasinglePDCculler

cut the rock under simulated bottom hole pressure. Their main focus was in the cLluing of

shale fonnationsand they made use of two ditTerenl types of shale. Figure 2.7 sho\Vsa

drawing of their single cutter tester apparatus in which the cutter iS8n8ched to a vertical

rotalingshaft.

•1:1--
Other experimental investigations were performed for the specific purpose of

invesligalinglheeffeClofback rake angle on the cUlling process [2 I]. Back rakeanglc is

defined as the angle between the cutter face nonnal veclorandlhecutler velocily vector

projected in a vertical plane, which includes the cutter velocity vector. The side rake



angle isdefJned as the same angle projecled ina horizontal plane [27]. Harelandetal.

[22]alsodevelopedasinglePDCrockcutlinganalyticalmodelinvestigalinglheefTectof

cutter rake angle on the single cutler efficiency. They proposed a new parameter

representing cuningefficiency called specific volume, which is Ihe ratio of the volume

removed by the cutter in a major chip to the maximum force required to remove that

much volume. Other researchers [27] have also investigated the effect of back and side

rake angles in cuning efficiency and force on the cutter. They made a series of

experiments with sharp PDC cutters without chamfer, and bychanging side and back rake

angles.Theyfoundoutthallheeffectofsiderakeangleisnegligible in the resultant force

acting on the cutter and therefore the friction factorbetweenthecutter and the rock. They

concluded lhal properseleclion or back and side rake angles can atTecldrillingefficiency

and also bit steerability. Figure 2.8 shows the back and side rake angles illuslratedona

singlePDCcutter
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datatoproposeamodelforforcesonthecuttercorrelatedwiththedepth of cut and cutter

angleandrockphysicalproperties.l-lealsoinvestigatedtheefTect of nozzle fluid velocity

and incorporated that intothemodel,sincetheexperimentswere carried on with a nozzle

jet which was mounted in the set-up mainly for cutting removal purposes. Rafatian et al.

[30] also conducted an experimental study with their pressurized single cutter testing

apparatus. Their set-up is very similar to setllps in other studies that perfonned single

cutter testing. An important feature of their experimental set-up is that it is capable of

simulating bottomhole pressures as high as 950 psi (6.5 MPa).Thecutterismountedona

shaft which rotates and scratches the rock underneath in thecircularpaththatittravels.

Force transducers measure vertical and horizontal force components during the

tests, which are used later in detennining drilling mechanical specific energy (MSE)

MSE is a concept introduced and used forlhefirsttimebySimon [31 ]andlalerbyTeale

[32], which claims to bea preferable alternative lO rateofpenetrat ion when assessing and

measuring the drilling efficiency. The exact definition of this quantity is the energy

consumedtoremoveaunitvolumeofrock.Rafatianetal.[30]foundoutthatthespecific

energy increases dramatically when the bottomhole pressure increases even by a small

amount from the atmospheric pressure. The reason is suggested to be a fundamental

change in failure mode from brittle to ductile and therefore a deerease in the efficiency of

cutting. In the ductile mode, no chip forms and cuttings take the shapeofaribbonstuck

to the cutter wall pushed to the wall by the bottomhole fluid pressure.

In addition to studies based purely on mechanical aspects of clltter-rock

interaction, Detoumayand ALkinson [33] investigated the effect of pore and bottomhole



pressures and incorporatedtheminasimplemechanicalcuttermodel,introducedearlier

by Merchanl [34], for the cllttingofmetals. They coupled an analyt icalmassbalanceand

diffusion with the failure model and used the equation for specific energy developed by

Merchanl [35]. The equation stated that the MSE is neither merely a function of

bottomhole pressure or differential pressure (the difference between the pore pressure and

bottomhole mud pressure), but is a function of the difference between the bottomhole

mud pressure and the pore pressure in the plane of shear failure. They identified different

drilling regimes, and in one called High Speed Regime, the pore pressure in the shear

plane is essentially zero due to lack of time for the fluid in this plane to equilibrate with

thefonnation fluid andtheexpansionorthepore fluid in the shear plane due to shear

dilatanl behavioroflherock [36]. This regime is expected in high RPM drilling and also

low penneabilily rocks such as tight shale. In the other extreme, low speed regime, the

pore pressure in the shear plane equilibrates with fonnation pressure and the MSE

becomes a function of the difTerential pressure. Figure 2.9 shows the cutting model they

used and the shear failure plane.
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2.3 Rock Cutting Numerical Simulations

Recently, by development of mechanical simulation software utilizing difTerent

algorithms such as finite element or discrete element method to model solids and nuids

and their mechanical response due to loading (mechanical, thermal, etc.), it is much more

convenient and reliable to replace analytical solutions with theirnumericalequivalent

In the previous section, several analytical approaches to solve thecuuer-rockinteraction

problems were introduced and their methods and their applicability were discussed. In

this section, a brief review of the attempts made to numerically investigate this problem

will be presented. This part of the literature review will be presented in a chronological

manner as the numerical simulation methods are relatively new concepts.

The earliest work done in numerical simulation of cutting action 0 fdragbitsdates

back to 1984 when Victor and Kleinosky [40] studied chip fonnation in rockunderaline

load and in front ofa drag bit cutter. The analysis was accomplished using a special

purpose interactive graphics finite element code, SICRAP, written for the simulation of

mixed mode crack propagation under linear elastic fracture mechanics assumptions. The

first study provided some interesting qualitative results, and in the second study,

correlation with experimental tests on chip fonnation by drag bit cutter in Berea

sandstone was found to be very satisfactory. According to the authors,theelasticanalysis,

coupled with fracture mechanics, is capable of modeling rock cutting. Figure 2.10 shows

the model schematic and meshing before and afterdefonnation.
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pressure drilling environments respectively (refer to section 2.2) [30]. Their simulations

successfully yielded the results observed experimentally by assessing the cuttings

morphology. In 2005, Gong et al. [45) performed a series of numerical simulations using

the DEM to explore the effect of joint orientation on rock fragmentation process bya

tunnel boring machine (TBM). They observed crack initiation patterns and drew

conclusions on changes in stress field and tool performance with respect to joint

In 2006, Han and Bruno [46] anempted to simulate the mechanism of rock

breakage in hammer drilling. Hammer drilling uses percussive impacts with a specially

designed percussive bit and is known to be an efficient drilling method in hard rock

drilling [47]. They used a Mohr-Coulomb material with strain softening in an explicit

finite element model. They also defined fatigue criteria to accoun tforthefailureoccurred

due to cyc1ic loading of the percussive impacts. Their numerical simulations generated

three outputs: a plot of failure advancement, a history of rock failure, and a history of

rock fatigue/damage. Another important and distinctive feature of their model was that

theyappliedlateralconfiningstressestothemodellateralboundariesinsteadofconstant

displacement and this simulates the real world underground stress much more accurately

[48). Refer to Figure 2.12 for model configurations and details. A few months later,the

same authors [49] calibrated laboratory and full scale mud hammer at depth and

simulated borehole and in situ conditions. Their studies have significantly advanced the

fundamental understanding of the penetration mechanisms of hammer drilling.
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In 2010. two very impressive single cutter-rock interaction simulations works

wcrepublished.Jaimectal. [53]comparedvariousapproachesinexplicilliniteelemcnl

modeling from Eulerian and ALE formulalion 10 Lagrange formulalionand foundoullhat

lhe laslone issuilable fortheirsludy. The resultsofa Lagrangian FEMinmodelingrock

cuning gavc them excellent matches to experimenlal single cuuer testsasitcanalsobc

seen in Figure 2.14.
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when a rock had a relatively high strength or high stiffness. However, from the cutting

forceperspective,crushingofparticlesdoesnotseemtosignificantlyaffect the resulting

Having a general picture of previously done work in the area ofPDCclitter-rock

interaction, the numerical attempts described in section 2.3 will be evaluated in Ihenext

chapter



This chapter is devoted to summarizing the early auempts that were made to evaluate

possible rock cUtling numerical simulation methods. This process included a literature

review. basic simulation efTorts, and observance oftheirefTectivenesslOwardssimulating

lhedesiredscenario. Three conceptually difTerent numerical melhodswere investigated

during this process: the finite element method (implicil fonnulation); the finitedifTerence

method (explicit fonnulation), and, !he distincl element method (explicit fonnulation).

This presented order also coincides with their chronological order 0 finvestigalionand,

intcreslingly,theirefTectiveness.

3.1 Finite Element Method (lmplicit Formulation)

The very first numerical methods for the analysis of solids were based on the finite

element method with an implicit formulation.

Inthefiniteelementmethod,thesolidisdiscrctizedintofiniteelemcntsusingan

approprialemeshingscheme. Each individual element is the smallesl unit inlhe finite

element model and unit slresse and displacements will be defined for each element. A

finite element solution will beanewslrcssfieldanddisplacement field aflerapplication

ofa loading on the body. For the purposes of this investigation, the finite element

melhodsarecategorizedintotwodifTerentclassesofimplicitandexplicit.



In the implicit solution method, a matrix known as global stiffness matrix is

fonned which is an assembly of all the individual stiffness matrices of each single

element. The tenn "stiffness matrix" means a matrix whose product with the stresses

acting on the elements will result in consequent strains on that element. Therefore, a

givenstressfieldgivesrisetoaresultantstrainfieldwhichdetenninesthedefonned

shapeofthematerial.ThestifTnessmatrixisafunctionofthemechanical constitutive law

by which the material is defined.

The implicit method means that this method does not give a solution bydircctly

olving the equations of motion, but rather by solving the equation ofstifTness matrix

using iteration techniques. The higherlhe number of elements, the bigger the sliffness

matrix and the biggerlhecomputational efTort needed to solvc the resultantequation.

Interested readers are referred to the textbook given in the Refe rence [55] fora thorough

The main feature of the implicit methods is that the time step required to solve a given

loading condition can be arbitrarily large, but even so. the method will still give

unconditionally stable solutions to the problem. This is the main advantage of this method

compared to explicit methods, as will be explained later, in which a maximum allowable

timestepsizelirnitincreasestherequiredcomputationalefTorts.

Another feature is that numerical damping of energy is inherently within the

solution and is dependent on the time step; resultantly. itwillgiveunconditionallystable



solutions despite other methods in which no significant damping algorithm is available

fora dynamic solution

The issues addressed above are the main advantages of the implic it finite element

method when compared to other methods. There are a few more minor advantages which

are out of the scope of this investigation's objectives.

The major disadvantage of this method, however, is that time stepscoliid be arbitrarily

large, but a large amolll1tofcomputation effort is required for each individualtimestcp

The reason for this, as mentioned in section 3.1.1, is due to the iterative solution scheme

that mightreqllirea large number of iterations to converge the fi nalsoilition

The other issue regards nonlinear constitutive laws defined for materials. As the

complexity and nonlinearity of the material constitutive law increases (which is always

the case for rock), extra iterative procedures are required to follow the nonlinear

Among the disadvantages, there is the problem of stability of path-sensitive

problems. For these problems the stability of the solution should bedemonstrated and it

should be proved thai the malerial has followed a physically stable path. (Path-sensitivity

includes materials with a hysteresis behavior, where almost all rocks demonstrate a strong

version of this behavior) [56].

Another disadvantage is that an additional computing effort required for analysis

of large displacement and large strain problems (all the rock cutting models involve very

large strains due to failure and now of the rock) [55)



Considering all the information discussed above regarding the nature of the method and

its pros and cons, the following conclusion regarding its applicability was drawn. Rock

cuning numerical simulations have two major characteristics which render them unique

from other physical phenomena being used in implicit simulations (such as metal

deformation). First, the constitutive laws governing the rock behavior are extremely

nonlinear and also demonstrate strong hysteresis behavior (refer to sections 2.1.1 and

2.1.2). Second, the rock cutting process is a large strain problem, largedeforrnationstake

place in the shear plane of failure (refer to sections 2.2 and 2.3).

Taking a look at section 3.1.3, it is obvious that these two main distinctive

characteristics of rock cutting process fall exactly into two main weak spots of implicit

methods. As it will be explained later, these two are, in contrast, the main strengths of

explicit methods.

As a conclusion, the utilization of implicit FEM has proved to be extremely

inemcientand probably ineffective for our purposes.

The explicit solution of the finite element method (sometimes called finite difference

method) is still based on discretization of the solid body wilh a finite element mesh.

However, for the explicit solution no global stiffness matrix forrnsas it was the case for

the implicit fonnulation [57]. The explicit method solves the dynamicequationofmotion
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The main feature is that however small the critical time step (refer to section 3.2.1) might

need to be, the computational effort per each cycle is much less than the implicit method.

Also, despite the implicit method, any constitutive law with any degree of nonlinearity

and complexity can be incorporated into an explicit fonnulation without adding up to

computational efTortsince all the constitutive equations are di rectlyapplied to the already

known strains and give the new stresses (refer to section 3.2.1). As mentioned, rocks'

constitutive laws are among those nonlinear ones

Another advantage is that, provided that the time step is smaller than the critical

value, the material would follow a valid physical path for any typeofconstitutivelaw.

Finally, since no stiffness matrixes are formed, large strain problems can be

accommodated without any additional computing efTort.

As mentioned in the fundamentals of the method, a small critical time step is required in

order for the solution to be physically valid. This timc step dccreases as the element sizes

decrease and also as the speed of mechanical wave propagation inthe material increases.

This might require numerous time step trials to get to the desired time.

Besides the time step, there is the problem of damping. Since the method solves

the dynamic equation of motion, if a stable solution is desired, a damping algorithm



significant damping algorithm which can be applied in every situation and also be

Finally, being a common issue for both implicit and explicit methods, the

constitutive laws available for the rocks are very complicated and their parameters are

difficult to obtain. The post-failure behavior (plasticity) is a very complicated field of

study with a lot of uncertainties and questions yet to be answered [58,59].

Compared to the implicit finite element methods and keeping the last two sections in

mind, it is obvious that rock cutting simulations are much more suited to beperfonned

using explicit FEM methods. They are much more efficient in the analysis of very

nonlinear and large-strain problems, among which cutter-rock interaction is of specific

However. the lasl limitation which was pointed out regarding the complexity and

non- availability of constitutive laws, significantly questions the applicability and

efficiency of these methods. Not only should the rock constitutive law be the best

representative of its behavior, but the contact constitutive law should also be realistic

since all the interaction between the rock and the cutler is transferred through their

contact. Therefore, even wilh the best rock constitutive law implemented, if the contact

modeling is not precise, lhe simulation could be totally unrealistic.

With the advent of the Distinct Element Method (OEM), as explained in the

following section, most of the following challenges have been overcorne.



SincebeingfirstintroducedbyCundall[60]inI97I,DEMhasprogressedanddeveloped

ever since. The major difference between DEM and FEM is the fact that DEM treats the

material as a discontinuous medium. meaning the material is composed of distinct and

discrete units. One can think of a material represented in a DEM model as an assemblage

of discrete particles

In a DEM. forces arise when panicles overlap which are called cont3cI forccsand

themagnitudeoftheforcesisdetenninedbythecontaclconstitulive law. Contact forces

are decompoed into two components of normal and shear forces. Usually DEM

constitutive laws include nonnal and shear stifTncss as the coefficients relatingconmct

forceslodisplacemenlS. OEM particles can also have bondslhat mightafTecttheircontacl

stiffness and also might prevent them from separation until adetcnnined tensile stress is

developed

Because the DEM calculation method isalsocxplicit,itmeansthataeriticaltimc

step according to the characteristics of the system (minimum time required for stress

wave to pass from one panicle to the nexl) is dctennined and dynamic equations of

motion are solved for each particle and then the new contact forces are updatedbasedon

the displacements [61].

modeled and they are sometimes called "wall"in the literature [62]. These enlities could

be representative of any extemaI boundary or contact in the real world



Friction is also specified on the contacts and controls whether the paniclesshould

undergo shear displacement or sliding.

All the features mentioned in Section 3.2.2 for explicit FEM apply for DEM: however,

forourpurposesDEMhasadditionaladvantages.

The new approach ofDEM. which considers the material as a discontinuous

medium. eliminates the need for sophisticated constitutive lawsdeveloped for inherently

discontinuous materials (such as rock) in FEM models. Materials represented by the

of most of the rock types far beller than any FEM, even considering its highly

complicated constitutive law [63).

An external contact, such as a clitter, in a DEM is dealt with the same way that the

internul contacts (contacts between the particles) nrc being treated. No extra modeling

effort and constitutive laws are required to model the contact, since the contact is an

indispensablepartofaDEM.

Obviously. a material which is not inherently textured or does not have a granular

structurecannotberepresentedbyaDEMmodel. The majorponion of the materials of

engineering interest fall into this category and cannot be incorporated in aDEMmodel.

Being a young method, there are very limited tools available to implement a OEM

algorithm in a computer, and few available codes. Because these codes are also very



young and basic. limited literalUre is 3vailable about DEM constilUtiveparamctersand

Being compatible and coincident for rock behavior in tennsofconstitutive laws. great

ease and nexibilityin implementingcxtemalcontacts(suchascuner)alongwithalllhc

olheradvantages listed forexplicil FEM methods in Seclion 3.2.2 and the successful

\\orkspublished in the literalUre [44.45. 52. 54].lhe finalconclusionwasdrawnlhal

Thi chapter ofTe red an overview that leads us 10 the next chapter. which is the

description of the physical model and ilS DEM representation.



In this chapter the conceptual physical problem will bediscussedandthenthesystemwill

be implemented in the DEM model, with the details of the implementation explained in

Appendix A, DEM genesis of the rock material used in the model will also be described

4.1 Physical Model

The physical model is very similar to the single cutter rock interaction experimental or

numerical models which were discussed before (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). However. the

conditions prescribed on the cutter have a fundamental difference with the previous

models. In the first subsection. the previous model will be briefly introduced,and in the

second sllbsection.the motivations for this change will be discussed. Finally, in the last

subsection, the physical model itself will be described

4.1.1 Constant Depth of Cut Models

ThemajorityofthesemodelsconsistofasinglePDCcutterwhichstarts cutting the rock

at a constant depth (the vertical position of the cutter is constant all over the course of

simulation) while the cutter moves with a constant horizontal speed with the rock

specimen held in place. Figure 4.1 illustrates a typical scenario of this model before the

cutter actually starts to cutlhe rock. For convenience. these types of models will be

termed"constantdepthofcllt"models
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As mentioned before, far the lateral boundaries of the model the assumption of

constant stress is more realistic than the no displacement boundary (refer to Section 2.3

and also [48]). However, if the model dimensions are sufficiently large, the no

displacement boundary will not aITecl the mechanism under investigation (rock-cutter

interaction). This is why most of the models simply assume no displacement boundary

The upper bounds of the rock (i.e., the rocksurfoce) in most of the models ore

under constant hydrostaticpressure.Theterm"hydroslatic pressurc"refleclsthenOlion

that the force vector will always be normal to lhecurrent rock surface. Therefore,ifthc

rock surface defonns due to the aClion of the cutter, the force vector also changes

direction SO that it will slill be perpendicular to the current surface geomelry.Thisforce



simulates the mud hydrostatic pressure exerted on the bottom of the hole during the

drilling process. The effect of mud in the rock breakage is not limited to this aspect. As

mentioned in Section 2.2 and [33,37], the filtrate of mud into the rock pore space and

also pore pressure changes could also affect the failure mechanism; nevertheless, due to

numerical simulation limitations, these ell'ects have never been incorporated in the

mechanical cutter-rock interaction models (to the author's knowledge).

4.1.2 Motiv3tion for Changing the Boundary Conditions on theCuner

In field drilling practices; normally, the Weight On the Bit (WOB) is controlled (or

prescribed) [64] and the Rate Of Penetration (or cutter vertical d isplacement)is8noutput

of the system. In Ihe constant cutter depth simulations, in contrast,the cutter vertical

displacement is fixed and the reaction forces on the cuttcr(an indication ofWOB) are the

output. The authors who made these models, back calculate the average vertical force on

the cutter from the force profile resulting from the simulationoutput and relate that force

on cutter (proportional to WOB) to the cuuing depth (proportional to ROP) [44, 52, 53,

54]

This presented approach - to back calculate WOB from the output and then

correlate that to ROP - works well, demonstrates good results for multiple purposes, and

also matches well with experimental observations. However, for some purposes, one

might be interested in evaluating and comparing the drilling responseofdifTcrentWOBs

versus time profiles.

Asan example of these situations, let us consider the case inwhichanoscillatory

force source imposes a sinusoidal force profile in the drill string which travels down in
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VARD tool under different tool design parameters (mainly force amplitude and

frequency). This was the main motivation to change lhe model configuratioll in order to

investigate the desired phenomenon

Also, the capability of such a model to predict the motion of the cutter under

variousloadingconditionsprovidesavaluableopportunitytoinvestigatepossiblebit

4.1.3 New Model Physical Description

In the newmodel,the vertical force is apptied on the clitterwhile the clitter ison lOp of

the rock specimen. The cuttcrhas no rotational displacement acting on itjuSl as in the

case of constant cut depth models in which Lhecultcr has no rotational displacement. A

single cutter on a POC bit while drilling has both horizontal and vertical motions, but

there isno rotation in the movement of the single cutter. Afterapplication of the vertical

load on the cutter, the cutter penetrates the rock,butthe real cutting process takes place

when the constant horizontal veiocity is prescribed on the cutter. This is when the cutter

starts to slowly penetrate into the rockwhilea prescribed forceprofileisbeingappliedon

iLFigure4.3illustralesthedescribedmodel
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Other model parameters such as applied hydrostatic pressure and rock boundary

conditions arc essentially the same as the cOllstantdepth models which were explained in

From here, the next section describes the OEM representation of the physical

In this section theDEM model is discussed. First the genesis of the rock specimen is

explained and the rock's physical behavior will bedemonstr3ted.Thenthe cuner will be

added IOlhe model and lhe boundarycondilions will be applied.



Before proceeding. it should be poinled OUI thaI theenlire modeling was based on

a 2-D approach in which all the circular OEM panicles have a 3-D interpretation of an

extruded circle which isa cylinder. All the forces and constants are per unit thickness of

lhese hypothelical cylinders.

Generating a material specimen in a distinct element model is a process that should be

done before any simulation attempt is made. Generation of specimens and all the

modeling and simulalions were done utilizing the commercial DEM code PFC-2D [65].

A subroutine developed in PFC·2D [66] assists in generation of a rectangular

shaped rock specimen consisting of distinct particles with the OEM constitutive

parameters given. The material generated and used for the purposes of this work is

Carthage limcslone whose DEM properties have been derived by Emam and Potyondy

[73]. The results of a DEM numerical simulation of Uniaxial Compressive Stress (UCS)

test on this material is calibrated with experimental test data performed on Carthage

limestone [73].

The DEM material properties proposed for Carthage limestone and a brief

description oflheir physical significance are given in the followingsubsection

4.2.1.1 OescripliooofCarthageLimestoneOEMProperties

Density or the particles is the most important parameter as itafTectstheentiredynamics

oflhe rock. The value given for the bulkdensilY is 2620 kglm J
. As menlioned,thisislhe



density of the rock bulk and not the particle density. The material genesis subroutine is

capable of generating a rock specimcn ofa given density.

The next two OEM parameters deal with the stiffness of the tonlaets between the

particles. There are two parameters associated with this. Contact normal stifTness

(sometimes called contact clastic constant) is given as 83 ON/m and contact shenr

developed per unit particle overlap distance and the shcarstifTness is the incremental

shear force developed at thccontact per unit increment of shear contact displacement.

These two parameters are tightly related to the rock elastic and shear moduli

respectively.

The friction coefficient between the particles is set as 0.5. The frictio ncoefficient

detenninesthe maximum allowable shear contact force thai can be developed based on

Where rs.max is the maximum allowable contact shear force and IJ is the friction

coefficient and rn is the normal contact force. The frictioncoefficien tistightlyrelatedto

the friction angle, for example in Mohr-Coulombfailurecritcria(sccSection2.1)

To simulate the effect of cement bonding material grains together, additional nonnal and

shearstifTness values are defined in the model and they act in parallel to the contact

stifTnessvalues. (Therefore,theysimplyadd 10 the stifTness values of contacts). In the

OEM,lheseare called parallel bonds and Ihe values givcn forthcm are the same as the

values of contaet stifTness (i.e .. 83 GN/m for normal and 21.8 GN/m for shear stifTness).



The parallel bonds. simulating the effect of cement between the material grains.

break if one of the following two criteria is met: i) Shear contact force exceeds the

parallel bond shearstrenglh. or. ii)nonnal eonlaCl force exceeds the para IIelbondlensile

strength. Once a parallel bond is broken. their stiffness is no longer efTective in the

contact behavior. Parallel bonds allow tensile forces to develop between panicles as long

aslheyexist, exactly like lhe real cement holding the material grains.

The values of contact bond shear and tensile strengths are not constant for all the

panicles in the proposed material model. They follow a nonnal distribution over all

panicles. The mean values for both parallel bond shear and tensile strength are givenas

91.0M and the standard deviation is given as 20.0 M for both. The material tensile

strength isa strong function of its parallel bond tensile strcngth.

The panicle sizes follow a nonnal distribution with the ratio of 1.66 of maximum

paniclesizelotheminimumparticlesize.lnorderlohavca fullydeftned particle size

distribution OEM model of the rock, in addition to lhe maximum to minimum particle

size ratio, the minimum (or maximum) particle size should also be detennined; however,

thisparameterisnotstrictlydetennined. DifTerenttypcsofCarthage limestone might be

comprised difTerent grain sizes; although. demonstr.lting the same behavior in tennsof

IheresloflheirDEMparamelers.

Figure 4.4 shows that for a specimen generated with minimum panicle size of 1

mm. the specimen size is 100 x 50 mm.
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sedimentation and lithification process of lime tone. depending on the type of the

sedimentary basin in which the limestone is fonned, the average grain size and their

distribution might vary.

A series of simulated UC tests were perfonned to obtain values of Young's

modulus and Poisson's ratio and UC values fora material represented by the DEM

properties described in Section 4.2.1.1 and various particle sizes.

amples with 50xl00 mm dimensions with minimum particle sizes ranging from 0.2 mm

to 1.4 mm were subjected to simulated UCS tests. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the obtained

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio values versus minimum particle size respectively.
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properties are complicaled funclions of rock micro-properties (OEM paramelers).

evenheless. asa rule of thumb. it can be stated that the finer the rock panicles are. the

higher their compliance and their strength most likel)' 10 be. all theolhermicro-propenies

kepI the same.

The closest match between the experimental data given for Canhage limestone

[67] and OEM models is Ihe rock with minimum particle size of 1.4 mm. This docs not

Illean that the others do not describe a Carthage Iilllcstone, but forthatspccificrock

sample a minimum particle radius size of lA mill is considered 10 be the mostappropriate

onc(lhisisarclativelyhighparticlesizeforsedimenlaryrocks).

Figure 4.7 shows the state of the specimen with minimum panicle radius of 0.3

mm at the end of the simulated UCS test. Both red and blue lines indicate broken parallel

bonds between the panicles, red lines mean that parallel bond is broken due to lensile

failure and blue lines means thaI Ihe parallel bond is broken due 10 shear failure (see

seclion4.2.1.I).
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if ,he specimen was long enough. it would probably propagate in 'he same path to the

other side without reflecting back from ,he boundary. This cracking pattern which

produces conically shaped samplesafler failure has been observed in experimental UCS

tcslSnumerously.

As a conclusion, the materialdelined by the DEM parameters described in section

4.2.1.1, represents a material whose behavior matches the experimental observations with

very good accuracy.

The cUller isa rigid body that consists of extremely small DEM particles. In PFC/2·D

these sets of particles which do not move relative to each other are called"c1umps"[68].

The purpose of clumps is mainly to create DEM particles of arbitrary shapes and to

simulate materials whose particles arc shaped far from even an approximation of a circle.

As mentioned, the clump particles do not move relative to each other and

therefore no contact forces develop between them. This clump logic was utilized to

construct a rigid cutter in these simulations.

The main physical properties of the cuuer in terms of its DEM parametersaredescribed

As illustrated in Figure 4.3. thecuner initiallysils on top of the rock specimen

One of the main propertiesofthecuneris its rake angle. The face of the cuner is nol

necessarily perpendicular to the rock specimen surface. Sometimescalled"cunerback

rake angle", this propeny is proved '0 be very influen,ial in drilling performance (see

Sections 2.2 and 2.3 and [16,21,27)). Refer to Section 2.2 for the definition and more



detailed tenninologyrelated to rake angle fromabitpointofview.Fromacutterpointof

view, rake angle is simply the angle of deviation of the cutter front face from the vertical

The cutter angle is also another parameter to beset. MostofthePOC cutters have

an angle very close to 90 degrees. In Figure 4.3,the cutter angle is also 90 degrees.

In these types of models, the cutter friction coefficient is the most innuential physical

parameter of the cutter. In aDEM model, as explained in Section 4.2.1.1, the friction

coefficient is the factor that controls maximum allowable shear contact force developed

between two OEM elements. In the same loading on the cutter regime, a cutter with a

higher friction coefficient is more likely to experience higher horizontal force values

Values for friction coefficient for the bit are reported by Kuru [69], and range

from 0.07 toO.15 depending on the rock type. The DEM value of cutter friction could be

higher than these vaiues since all these experiments were based 0 ntheassumption that the

cuner has already met the maximum shear criteria (see Section 4.2.1.1)

The cutter is a rigid body in this model. therefore there is no compliance or elastic

modulus is required for it. The assumption of rigid body is completely reasonable since

the elastic modulus and also UCS values ofPDC are several orders of magnitude higher

The model is described and all the main parameters are explained ill this chapter.

The mutual dependence of OEM model parameters and their physical meanings are

explained.



This inlroduces us lo lhe neXl chapler which is a delailed discussion ofinpul

model paramelers and lheirphysical significance in tenns of real drilling 0perations.



5 Model Input Parameters

This chapter deals with those input pararnetersofthe model. in which the sensitivity of

thedrillingoperationstothemareofprimaryinterest.lnterprctationofthemcaningof

lhoseparameters in tennsofreal drilling operations is included.

As described in the physical model in Section 4.1.3. a vertical force is applied

(prescribed) on the cunerand this is the majordifTerence of this model compared to

olhers in which displacement on lhe cutler is prescribed. In eClion4.1.2.ilwasclearly

explained why this scenario of loading is more realistic and also how ilea" simulate

certain loading conditions that the previous models are nOl capableof.

The question arises that the force on lhe cunercorresponds to what paramclcrill

real neld drilling? The answer is Weight on Bil (WOB), the famous drilling parameter

which is always given to the driller by the drilling designer or engineer to maintain a

Weight on the bit is provided by the drilling hoisting system [64),whichconsists

oflhe drilling strings (including drill collar and drill pipe) in the upper endoflheriglhal

are connected 10 a hook. The hook applies an adjuslable amount of upward force to the

drill string, which counteracts the downward force resulting from the weight of drill

strings, and the resultant force (after accounting for buoyancy effect due to drilling fluid

density)isappliedonthebitandiscaliedWOB.



Changing the hook load causes equivalent changes in WOB, and thedri lIeratany

time is able to change the hook load to supply the desired WOB.

Calculation offorc.esapplied on each individual cutter for typical PDCcuttersis

possible.buliscomplic3tedandneedssoliddcsignsoflwarecQupledwithfiniteelement

melhods. Typical POC cuners have complicated )-0 spatially distributed culters. Despite

these complications. for the goals and motivations of our research (see Section 4.1.2).

which is mainly a comparative study of the perfonnance of a 1001 which is a dynamic

force source. it is quite reasonable to assume that a forceprofileofthesamen3turcthatis

applied to lhe bit will also betransmiucd to the cutter. For example. cons iderasituation

in which a 10k force is applied on the bit and I k of this force is on a certain cutter.

Then a hypothetical oscillating force on the bil isadded,withanamp Iitudeof2

kNandafrequencyoflOO Hz.lntheexactsamewaythatIO%ofIOkN force on the

cultcr was applied to the cutter, 10%ofthis force will be applied on the cutter as well,

which is Icrceoscillation with 0.2 kN amplitlldeand 100 Hz frequency. Therefore, the

superimposed force oscillation on the whole bit with an amplitude of20% of the constant

force is transmitted to an oscillatory force profile on the cutter with the same rntioof

amplitudc to constant force on the cutter.

A simple instance afthe forces on a single cutter fora very simple and small

designed PDC bit shown in Figure 5.1 is diseu sed below. The bit is the property of

AdvancedDriliingGroupofMemorialUniversilyof ewfoundland.
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ina2-D model since the vertical force is expressed per unit thickness, the magnitude of

the force will still remain the same (assuming the vertical force is distributed

symmctricallyon the cuner).

5.3 Hydrostatic Pressure on the Rock Surface

As mentioned for the physical model (Seclion 4.7), a force with hydrostalic nalure is

applied on the rock specimen's upper surface. The hydrostatic force meansthat the force

is always pcrpcndicularto the current surface of the rock; therefore, iftherockdefonns,

the direction of the force will change accordingly to account forlhemodifiedgeomctry.

A demiled description of the algorithm used in identification of the rock surface

and application of the pressure on il is described in the manual ofPFC/2-D [66]. NOle,

however. that the use of the clump logic in these simulations slightly changes the

algorilhm of finding the rock surface. A briefdescriplion Oflhis change can be found in

Appendix A

There is mudco!umn hydrostatic pressure, which is exerted on the rock surface in

the bottom of the hole, where cutters are in contact with the rock. The amount of this

pressuredependsonlheTnueVerticaIDepth(TVD)[64]oflhewelibeingdrilledand

also the density of the drilling mud being used. TVDreferstotheverticalcomponenlof

the well depth, which is essentially the same as well depth for the case of vertical wells

Equation 5.2 shows the relationship between mud hydrostatic pressureandthesedrilling

Hydrostatic Pressure = (Mud Density). (Gravitation Acceleration).(TVD)

(5.2)
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Therefore,thisDEM model parameter corresponds to the drilling deplh and also

the drilling mud density.

S.4 LateralSpecimenBoundarics

The boundaries of the model. as explained in the physical model description (section

4.1.3). are no displacement boundaries, which eQuid be considered amisleadingtennina

DEM model. To be more precise, the laleral and bottom boundary of the specimen are

made by mounting stationary "walls," which are another DEM entity besides particles

and clumps. Particles in contact with the wall are able to move towards the wall and a

contact force bctween the particles and lhe wall fonnsdue to this motion. Walls have a

spccifiedstiffness,which is usually defined as several ordersofmagnilude higherlhan

those of particles, and therefore, very small motions or the particles take place at the

proximity of the walls. Resultantly, the term "no displacement boundary" is a good

description of such boundaries.

As mentioned in the physical model description, a more realistic assumption for

the lateral boundary conditions of the rock specimen is 10 applyconslant lateral stresses

on the boundary. This will be more representativeoflhereal stress state of the geological

fonnations encountered at depth [48]. At the time of writing of this thesis, this boundary

condition was not implemented in the model; however, the implementation is easy and is

planned to be done in future model modification plans. This represents the far-field

fonnation stresses that develop in the geological time scale and are functions of depth and

rock density and tectonic history[48].



6 ModelOutputParametersandtheirPhysicallnterpretation

In this chapter. the outputs of the model are discussed. the method 0 ftheircalculation is

explained,and their significance in tcrms of drilling operational parameters is presented

6.1 Cutter Tip Penetration

In this section, the single cuner interpretations extracted from cutler tip penetration

profilesareprovided,andthenasimplefullPD bit model developed on the basis of the

parameters introduced fora single cutter scenario.

6.1.1 Single Cutter Interpretations

Asmentioncdbefore,themaindifferencebetweenthismodelandthe previous cutter rock

interaction models is that it takes the force on the clltter as its input and outputs the

resultant cutter penetration into the formation.

The interpretation of the penetration profile from the simulation isabigropicof

discussion itself. It is not, as it was believed initially, just the measurement of the rate of

cutter tip penetration inside the rock.

To have a sense of what a typical penetration profile looks like, Figure 6.1 shows

the state of rock cutting 0.125 seconds after the cutting simulation started.
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penetration rate (rapid penetration zone) is 0.7 m/s; such a penetration speed is several

orders of magnitude higher than typieal penetration speeds measured in field «0.001

m/s). This parameter obviously does not represent the ROPachievedbythecuner.

Looking at the illustration of the system and the graph. itean be seen that the

cuner starts to maintain a cenain mean cut depth after its initial rapid penetration.

Therefore, such a loading regime, despite the initial hypothesis of the author, does not

cause a uniform penetration of the cutter tip inside the rock. It makes the cutter maintain a

certain (average) depth of cut after an initial rapid penetration. A slightly upward trend of

the cutter tip penetration might be noticed. but the author speculates that this slight

decrease in the overall cutter tip depth is due to the efTect offailed particles piled up in

front of the cutter. In reality a constant depth of cut is maintained.

Several types of treatments can be made on the Olltcome of the cutter penetration

profile. One isto simply average the penetration vnluesovertime. This function, as given

in Equation6.I,istheintegrationofthepenctrationvaluesovertimeperunitoftime.

Ct(t)=~ (6.1)

In this equation, Ct(t) is the instantaneous penetration at time t, i.e. cutter vertical

tip position from the specimen upper boundary at time t.ct(t) is the function describing

the average cut depth at time t.

Figure 6.2 shows the graph of average cut depth with time for the same system

illustrated in the beginning of this section.
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where M represents the total numbcrofcutters on the bit. The numbering does not

necessarilyhavc to be done in any order as long as all the cunersare numbered.

Figure 6.3 shows the top viewofa PDC bit with one single cutter shown for

ilJustrntionpurposcs.LelusassumethatthelDnumberforthiscutterisLAccordingto

definition in some literature [e.g. 27]. side rake angle is defined as the angle bclween

PDC cutter and the line perpelldicularto the PDC cutter motion direction(Le.,radius).11l

one rotation of the bit, the cutter removes a ring shaped ponion of the rock(a viewed

from top) with small rndiusofr, and big radiusofRI• The relationship betweenr,andR,is

given in Equation 6.5:

(6.5)

WhercT,isthediameleroflhe PDC disc and " is the side rake angle.

For the purpose of bit design assessment, assume a hypothetical thinring-shaped

area with small diameter of f and a lhickness of d£'. The parameter 0 1 is defined as the

8mounl of overlap thal the hypothetical ring makes with the ring made by the circular

motion of cutter. Ifnoponion of these two rings overlaps, then O,is simply zero.

The horizontal linear speed (in order to be input into the single cuuer model) for the

cUllerslyingintheringcanbccalculatedasN.1C.(f+¥)/30.

If the forces on the individual culters. bascdon thetollli force on the bit(WOB),

are given so that F, relates to the force on PDCcutter i, considering the functionality

describcdinthesinglePDCanalysisforMRR,wecanderiveanexpression relating total

material removal rate for the cutters present in the hypothetic ring-shaped area.

MRR= L~.[Ctf(~,N1C(f+¥)/30.BHP)' 0t' N1C(f+¥)/30] (6.6)
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6.2 Energy Related Variables

6.2.1 SingleCntter Energy Variables

As pointed out in the literature review in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, the parameter called

drilling Mechanical Specific Energy is an even more important criterion than ROP to

predict the drilling performance. Drilling Mechanical Specific Energy is defined as the

energy consumed by the drilling system to remove a unit volume of rock. This parameter

can be defined in several ways for the case of single cutter testing and each definition has

its own interpretation.

The total energytransrnitted by the cutter to the rock at any time t, referrillgto

elapsed time since the start ofa cutting process, is given by Equat ion 6.8'

ME(t) = f;(Fx!'x+ FyVy) dt (6.8)

Where F is the force applied on the bit and V is bit velocity in the x and y

directions, which are horizontal and vertical directions respectively. ME(t) is the

mechanical energy or the total energy transmitted by the drillingsystem. The calculation

of this factor isa simple numerical integration done bya function that inputs the forces

and velocities of the cutter every few cycles of simulation and adds the new summation

over this time step to the previous value of ME

The typical behavior of this quantity is an approximately linear increase with

respect to drilling time. The reason forlhe linear increase isprobably due to the constant

horizontal speed of the cutter, while the horizontal force oscillates around a nearly



Considering the two lerms in Equation6.8,itisobviouslhallhe lotalenergycould

be decomposed to its two components: the energy delivered by the horizontal movement

ofthecutter,andtheenergydeliveredbytheverticalforceapplicd to the cutter. The

relationship between these terms is not immediately obvious; however, the author

assumes Ihatthe ratio of these two terms should be equal for both single cutter testing and

field drilling.

Another parameter defined is the specific energy per current penetration, which is

simpiythe ratioofME(t) to the current cutter penetration (timet). Rather than being a

reliable paramclerofdrillingefficiency, this is more ofa measure of rock strength and

compliance. It shows how much energy is consumed to attain the current amount of

penetration,anddoesnottaketheremovalofmaterialintoaccount.Theauthordoesnot

recommend utilization of this parameter in any interpretation.

A more reliable specific energy parameter is defined as ratioofME(t) to average

material removal rate attimet multiplied by t.

MSE(t) = ::~;)t (6.9)

This parameter will give the amount of energy consumed to remove a unit volume

of material by the cutter, also known as Mechanical Specific Energy(MSE). Figure 6.5

shows mechanical specific energy per unit penetration and total mechanical specific

energy versus time.
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which causes sudden application or release of horizontal load on theculterfront face

upon the bond failure.

6.2.2 FuliBitEnergyVariables

The model developed for the full PDC bit in Section 6.1.2 can be used for energy

considerations as well. In order to apply the same typc of model forthewholespccific

energy response of the bit, wenced to define another parameter. Asshown in Figure 6.6,

the horizontal force on the cunerstabilizes around a specified mean value for each rock

cuttingscenario.Thesamefunctionalityofdepthofcut,assuggested in Equation 6.2, is

valid for this parameter as well. Therefore, the following statement can be written:

(6.10)

Where F;; is the average horizontal force value attained after cutter depth

stabilization. The functionality parameters were previously defined in Equation 6.2.

To write the expression for energy consumed by each individual cutter in terms of the

newly introduced tenn,averagc horizontal force, wccan safely neglect thc vertical force

component of the energy tenn. The reason is thai there isjusl a small portion of time in

which Ihe cutler is aClUally having a considerable vertical velocity (the rapid penetration

zone) bUllowards the rest of the simulation, the cutters maintain an approximately

conSlanldepth, which means that the vertical component of the force accounlsforavery

small andalmosl negligible portion of the tOlal energy. Therefore the following equation

can be written for the energy of an individual cuttcr i:
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As an example, graphs of horizontal force on the cutter and total cracks fonned

are shown in Figure 6.8. Orange lines connect the times when the horizontal stress

reaches its local peak, and at the same time it can be seen Ihatthe total number of cracks

starts to increase suddenly. Those are the times that the horizontal movement of the cutter

requires a cluster of parallel bonds to break altogether. The authorbelieves that (as

explained in Section 6.2.1) the high amplitude fluctuations in horizontal force and also

sudden jumps in crack formation is due to size of the rock particles; and the finer the

particles, the smoother the process

This subsection introduced the main outputs of the model and their physical and

practical significance. In the next chapter, some simulation results are presented. Atthe

time of preparation of this thesis, simulation results were limited. However, a few

simulations were done previously and the results were published by the author of this

thesis elsewhere [70]. These are presented in the next chapter



7 Some Preliminary Simulation Results

The following two subsections are takcn directly from the paper authoredbytheauthorof

this thesis and his thesis supervisors (70]. Please note that the output parameters

introduced and proposed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 were not investigated at the time of

authorship of this paper (which also coincides the time of preparation OfLhis thesis). The

clitterdynarnicsand ROP are not introduced by the paramcters proposed in Section 6.1.

The initial speed of penetration (denoted as the "rapid penelrationperiod"in

Section 6.1) was the topic of analysis, and the term ROP in this section refers to this

perfonnanceofVARD style drilling as described in Section4.1.2asthemainrnotivation

7.1 Results for VARD drilling with no Bottomholc Pressure

A set of four simulations on a rock sample with dimensions of 100 cm by 100 cm were

conducted. No hydroslatic pressure was applied to the rock surface. One simulation was

performed with constant weight on cutter WOBstatic and the other three were with variable

weight on cutter around a mean value equal to WOB but with superimposed variable

forces of an amplitude ofO.2*WOBsI3UC and frequencies of 300,600. and 1000 Hz

respectively. All the other cutting parameters were kept constant. Therefore the general

force profile isas follows:

WOB(t) = WOBscatic (1 +Psin(2rrft)) (7.1)
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JA).2.

p=O.2,

p=O.2,

Again, for the 4 caseslCSled,the number of cracks fonned are maximum for the

case of 300 Hz oscillation and minimum for the case of conventional rockcuuing. They

can be correlated to the number of panicles which are free to be removed since the

contact bond is removed. It might not immediatelyafTecl lherateofcutter tip penetration

inside the rock but the authors believe that it will affect the drilling efficiency and

penctralion ratc in the longrun.

AnOlherimportant faclorrcflects the instabilities and vibrations induced by the

~~ttingproccss. Vibrations imposed on a drill string as a result of rock-bit interaction has



been identified as one of major areas ofconcem indrillingsafery. Interactionwithcertain

rocks might cause huge bit bounces and drill string vibrations. Force oscillation

superposition on the cutter does not necessarily mean an increase in the amount of

vibrations in drill string.

A thorough investigation of these vibrations is being carried out. A Fourier

analysis will be made on instantaneous ROP vs. time data to extract vibration

characteristicofdifTerent cuningscenarios. and identify and delineate hazardous drilling

conditions fordifTerent rock types.

One preliminary resuh is that the larger the rock average grain size. thelargerthe

amplitudeofvibrationsregardlessofloadingcondition.Also.thereisacertainoptimum

frequency in which the vibrations minimize (and in fact. diminish) even compared to

conventional drilling for each rock typc.

For the case of the described four scenario ,withoutperformingaFourieranalysis

it can be stated that all the cases have a smooth penetration without any significant

vibration observed. However, in Ihecase of 1000 Hz force oscillations small vibrations

withafrequencyofabout 1000 Hzbulan amplitude of less thatO.Olmm can be observed

by sludying the plOI of Figure 7.2. This docs not suggcsl anyspecificlrendintheinduced

vibration with WOB and is just an example of how different a rock response could be

depending on loading condition (Figure 7.4).

Figure7.2showsthestateofcuttingatt=I.lms.lnthecaseof300Hzoscillat ions

we can see that two major and relatively large sized cunings are about to fonn. The

crushed zone is being referred to the zone close tocunerwhich has a red color. Rock



,---------



In addition to the cutting size. the damage propagation is much dceper and larger

for the case of 300 Hz oscillation (the zone ofcmshed rock). The volume of rock

removed under no borehole pressure conditions and perfect cleaning efficiency is the total

volume of cuttings and rocks in crushed zone.

7.2 Results for VARD drilling in Presence of Bottomhole Pressure

In order to make a preliminary investigation on the innuenceofbottomholepressurein

rock cutting process, another factor was added to the model. This factor is a hydrostatic

pressure applied to the rock upper surface to simulate the effect of mud hydrostatic

pressure in deep drilling environments. However, in real drilling conditions the mud

cxerts a drag force on the bottomhole as itcxitsnozzlejclSwhichisnotaccountedforin

the applied hydrostatic force

oscillation, each with four different bottomhole pressures. Two important results were

produced

The first result is that the rateofpenclrationdecreases linearly as the logarithm of

bottomholepressure increases. The best fiuingequation to the data obtained from the no

ROP= -0.11 log(BHP) + 7.12 (7.2)

All the units are SI and BHP is the acronym for bottomho)e pressure. Please refer

to the notes of the sran of this section for some ciarification regarding the term ROPin

this context, since it is completely different with the ROPdefined previously defined. It
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The exact reason of this phenomenon isnol)'etcompletetyunderstood; however,

theaulhors believe that the oscillaling force produces extra bond breakageenergyintothe

system which is the same for both the cases of with and without pressure. Therefore. that

same amount of energy will produce much less damage to the rock as the bouomhole

pressure increases.



The work described in this thesis isa continuation ofa series of interconnectedprevious

works and builds upon the framework of that literature. Expansion and further

verification of this ongoing investigation is necessary and this chapter briefly proposes

8.1 AddingCleaningElliciencyFaclor

One limitation is that the model does not account for the cleaning efficiencyoftheculling

action whatsoever. All the simulations are done with no bollomhole cleaning efficiency.

In a comparative study in which the bottomhole cleaning efficienc;y of the

hydraulic system is not the factor under study, these simulations give the desiredresult

since the cleaning efficiency is the S8me for all the cutting states. However,iftheinlcrest

isspecificaltyoll the effect of bottomhole cleaning or its impact and interaction with other

drilling parameters, this should be added 10 lhe modeJ.

One possible scenario is to simply delete a certain percentage of the particles

which aillheir parallel are failed and calling this percentage the cleaning efficiency

percentage. This is the simplest way to implement a cleaning efficiency logic to this

Other options are also envisioned; for example computational fluid dynamics

considerntionscouplingthemechanicalsystemwiththemechanics of the fluid exiting the
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Full bilrock inleraClion analysis using the resullSoflhesinglecuner. and eventually

making a 3-D DEM model and making a direcl full bit simulation. could be a realistic

plan in the near future plan to add sophistication to lhesesludies.

Coupled analysis of the responseoflhe rock on the bit and the inleraclionofdrill

bil-drill stringusingFEM analysis methods will give insight into Ihe performance of the

drillingsyslem on a much larger scale. and may reveal lhe possible interactionsbelween

lhe rock characleristics and drill string dynamics.



9 Concluding Remarks

Single POC cutter rock interaction models demonstrate their significant,potential in

solving the full bit rock interaction problems and to providc insightintothenatureofrock

failure caused by PDC bit action. Experimental and numerical simulationsofthisprocess

have given fairly similar results further confirming the validity 0 fbothapproaches

Evaluation of cutting performance of different bits and also differentdrilling

systems (from a loading viewpoint) is much easier numerically and could save a lot of

resources before utilization of those systems.

of the drilling system asa whole.

sensitivetodifTerentforceonthecutterprofilesandcangiveagood

perfomlanceofVARD(andsimilar)tools



each cutting simulation gives a mean value for horizontal force on the cutter around

The first parameter explained above (mean cut depth) is the main variable of all

the functions which tend to relate the output to ROP and the second parameter (mean

horizontal force) isthemain variable of all the functionswhichtend to relate the output to

Another unique feature of the present model compared to the previous constant

deplh of cut models is the facl that (as explained above) the two 0 utpulparamelersROP

and MSE are detennined independently and they are associated with two independent

outputs. In the constant depth of cut models, the MSE is being determined by the output

(mean horizontal force) but the ROP is beingdelermined by an inpulofthe system (deplh

of CUI)

To be more rigorous, there is another feature for the present model which the

previous models are not capable to produce. The MSE is composed of the energies

consumed by the horizontal and vertical components of the force on the cutter. The

constant depth of cut models do not have the vertical component of cutter movement in

their energy terms since the cutter does not have a velocity in the vertical direction. In the

presellt model,both terms are included and the MSE is calculated as the addition of both

components. It has been shown that the energy consumed by the vertical component of

the force is much less than the other component either in reality or in the simulation that



In terms ofVARD style drilling in low pressures, author speculates from the

simulations that were done, the drilling perfonnance generally increases by the

introduction ofa VARD tool in the drill string. There is a certain frequency afforce

oscillations for each set of drilling input parameters in which the maximum efficiency of

cutting (in terms of cutting size and ROP) is achieved which mightbea functionofLhe

natural frequency of the rock.

In terms ofVARD style drilling in high pressures, the same observations are

valid; however, the intensity of the emciencyofthe VARD tool diminishes by increase in

pressure. The main reason for this isa fundamental change in the failure mode (brittle to

ductile) of rock while going from low pressure to high pressurezones.
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Appendix A: An Overview of Implementing the Model in PFC-2-D

The modeldevelopmenl in PFC-2-Disdescribed inlhi appendix.

The very first step to start the modeling this process is to generate the rockspecimen.

Belo\Y,lhe input code from which the rock specimen is generated ispresented. The codes

shown here are PFC input files. The description flows in lhc order in which the code is

wrinen in the actual model input file.



The first few lines call the necessary functions from lhe standard PFC functionlibrary

(Fishtank). and in the last lines the specimen dimensions and material minimum particle

radius are specified. The very last line calls the material genesis function from Fishtnnk

and lhematerial is generated.

A simple function which returns the maximum ball (=particle) ID in the system is next

ThisisdoneinordertoknowwhalbalilDshouldbelheslartingbalilDoflheclump

which is going to represent the cuner.



Finding the maximum ID of the balls in the current system. the cuner which is made of a

clump will be made.





Thefunction'MakeTheChains'whosecodeispresentedbelow,attel11pts to form a chain

by calling the 'chain' function from Fishtank library in a loopofattemptsstartingfromthe

higheslballintheculterface(lheclumpismadeofballs),andiflhe algorithm fails, the

ball next to the previous ball is tried. The algorithl11 isshowntoberobustandisableto

make the chain to apply the pressure on it. The difference between this code and the one

available for rock cutting in the Fishtank library is that in that code there is no need to try

different balls ina loop, the cutter is made ofa single entity called wall and one attempt is

enough. The main difference is that forces cannot be specified on the wallsinPFC.The

same procedure is followed for the back of the cutter, and a second chainismadethere.





This Fun lion is called everydclermined number of model cycles which is given by me

userdefinedvariable'pressrate'



Thifunctionirselfisdefinedasa'fishcall'\\hichiscalledeverycycleafter calculation of

motion of particles with the dynamic equ8tion of mOl ion.

TOlalhorizontalforceonthecuneriscalculalcdbysummalionofhorizonl81componcnls





Finally, the runctioncalled 'cut" isdcfincd which does the actual cutting.ltsetslhe

required Fishcallsand sets the movie and saves it. and also saves the stale orthe

simulation in predefined intervals. It also intcgratcs MSE and MEduring cycling and

makes lhe necessary changes in the force applied on the cutter or bottomhotepressureor

horizont'alvelocitydefinedforthecutteriftheyaredefinedasanosciIlatoryfunction.







For more infonnation regarding the coding concepts ofPFC pleaserefertothesofiware
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